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While most critics consider Pylon to be Faulkner's most imperfect novel (unnecessary horror and violence, unintelligible descriptive passages, an inconceivable climax), Faulkner himself would have considered The Tarnished Angels (1957) the best screen adaptation of his work. Perhaps this is because
director Douglas Sirk was interested in making a film focusing on the return of World War II soldiers who were completely at a loss, drifting without roots without a home, without genealogy. Scholar Michael Stern says Sirk saw Pylon's characters as wandering outside of life in their futile circle of [race]
pylons. Moreover, the aesthetic despair of prose itself gave Sirk the basis on which to create a film about post-war despair. The screenplay written by George Zuckerman, combined with Sirk's vision, produced a film that Faulkner considered better than the original novel. This Showman Manual offers
posters and press releases that can be used to promote the film. These paperback editions show Signet's constant interest in women in thin clothes and men who live poorly, with their 1958 cover changed to appeal to readers who had seen the recently released film. Vintage Books of 1987 used a drawing
by David Tamura that highlights the hope and tragedy of these new machines. Novel by William Faulkner This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Unsurned material may be challenged and removed. Find sources: Pylon novel - news
Newspapers Books scholar JSTOR (December 2009) (Learn how and when to delete this model message) First edition (publ. Smith and Haas) Pylon is a novel by American author William Faulkner. Published in 1935, Pylon is set in New Valois, a fictionalized version of New Orleans. It is one of Faulkner's
few novels set outside Yoknapatawpha County, his favorite fictional setting. Pylon is the story of a group of barnstormers whose life is unconventional. They live in word-of-mouth, always just a step or two ahead of misery, and their interpersonal relationships are unorthodox and shocking by the norms of
their society and their time. They meet an overworked and extremely emotional journalist in New Valois, who is deeply involved with them, with tragic consequences. The novel served as the basis for the 1957 film The Tarnished Angels. Main characters The Reporter - An alcoholic, dependent on loans
from his publisher. His interest in the family racing group and incestuous , as a story of - becomes fascination and finally obsession (including an unconscious and impossible attraction to Laverne.) He tries to help, but ends up destroying the family group. Laverne - Mechanic and former wing-walker and
parachute jumper. It is openly and with pilot Roger Shumann and jumper Jack Holmes. Jack - Shumann's alleged child with Laverne. His actual parentage is indeterminate. The journalist nicknamed him Dempsey because of his willingness to fight against anyone who asked him, Who is your old man?
Roger Shumann - Race driver, and alleged father of Jack, whose quiet competence and acceptance of great risk largely supports the family. Jack Holmes - An exhibition jumper, also in love with Laverne and possible father of Jack. Jiggs - Senior Mechanic. Jiggs' obsession with a pair of cowboy boots in a
shop window opens the novel. His alcoholic frenzy (catalyzed by the Reporter) stimulates the story towards its ultimate tragedy. Minor Characters Hagood - Newspaper Editor. Matt Ord - Legendary pilot, known all over the world of aviation and barnstorming. More or less retired from the flight, he is co-
owner of Ord-Atkinson Aircraft Corp. supplying an aircraft to Roger Shumann. (Probably a loose combination of Matty Laird and Jimmy Weddell of Weddell-Williams Flying Service from Patterson, La.) Dr. and Mrs. Shumann - Shumann's parents, who live in Myron, Ohio. Col Feinman - New Valois tycoon
and chairman of the wastewater commission, which owns the airport where much of the novel's action takes place. (Probably loosely modeled on Levee Chairman Abraham Shushan, for whom Shushan Airport, later Lakefront Airport of New Orleans, was originally named) This article about a 1930s novel
is a heel. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vteSee guidelines for writing about novels. Other suggestions can be found on the article's discussion page. Excerpt from (novel) William Faulkner was born in New Albany, Mississippi, on September 25, 1897. His family is rooted in local history: his great-
grandfather, a Confederate colonel and statesman, was assassinated by a former associate in 1889, and his grandfather was a fortune lawyer who owned a railway. When Faulkner was five years old, his parents moved to Oxford, Mississippi, where he received a desultory education in local schools,
dropping out of high school in 1915. Rejected for his training as a pilot in the U.S. Army, he pretended to be British and joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1918, but the war ended before he saw a service. After the war, he took some courses at the University of Mississippi and worked for a while at the
university's post office. Most of the time, however, he was educated by reading with Faulkner had begun writing poems when he was a schoolboy, and in 1924 he published a collection of poetry, The Marble Faun, at his own expense. His literary aspirations were fuelled by his close friendship with
Sherwood Anderson, whom he met during a stay in New Orleans. Faulkner's first novel, Soldier's Pay, was published in 1926, 1926, a year later by Mosquitoes, a literary satire. His next book, Flags in the Dust, was heavily cut and rearranged at the publisher's insistence and eventually appeared as
Sartoris in 1929. In the meantime, he had finished The Sound and the Fury, and by the time he appeared in late 1929, he had finished Sanctuary and was ready to start writing As I Lay Dying. That same year he married Estelle Oldham, whom he had courted ten years earlier. Although Faulkner won the
literary acclaim of these novels and following--Light in August (1932), Pylon (1935), Absalom, Absalom! (1936), The Unvanquished (1938), The Wild Palms (1939), The Hamlet (1940) and Go Down, Moses (1942) and continued to publish regularly articles in magazines, he could not support himself solely
by writing fiction. he worked as a screenwriter for MGM, Twentieth Century-Fox, and Warner Brothers, forming a close relationship with director Howard Hawks, with whom he worked on To Have and Have Not, The Big Sleep, and Land of the Pharaohs, among other films. By 1944, all but one of Faulkner's
novels were exhausted, and his personal life was at an all-time low due in part to his chronic excessive alcohol consumption. During the war, it had been discovered by Sartre and Camus and others in French literary world. In the post-war period, his reputation rebounded, as Malcolm Cowley's anthology
The Portable Faulkner attracted new attention in America, and the immense esteem in which he was held in Europe consolidated his global stature. Faulkner has written seventeen books in the mythical Yoknapatawpha County, the home of the Compson family in The Sound and the Fury. No earth in any
fiction lives more vividly in its physical presence than this county of Faulkner's imagination, Robert Penn Warren wrote in an essay on Cowley's anthology. Descendants of old families, descendants of bushwhackers and carpetbaggers, swamp rats, black cooks and farm hands, bootleggers and gangsters,
tenant farmers, college students, county seat lawyers, country traders, peddlers are here in their fullness of life and their complicated interrelationships. In 1950, Faulkner went to Sweden to accept the 1949 Nobel Prize in Literature. In later books - Intruder in the Dust (1948), Requiem for a Nun (1951), A
Fable (1954), The City (1957), The Manor (1959), and The Reivers (1962) - He continued to explore what he had called the problems of the human heart in conflict with himself, but did so in the context of Yoknapatawpha's growing connection with the modern world. He died of a heart attack on July 6,
1962. Summary Discuss comments (0) Even less is still pretty good. Pylon is a story distilled up to essentially pure melodrama, which Faulkner keeps at a heat a few degrees below boiling, a novel that paradoxically feels tight despite actually being a rendering rather filled with only only Days. The structure
is partly responsible for this, a structure that sees the story to the same extent looping on itself and leaving itself behind, never to be returned to, reflecting the barnstorming aviators of which sto Even less Faulkner is still pretty good. Pylon is a story distilled to the essentially pure melodrama, which
Faulkner keeps at a heat just a few degrees below boiling, a novel that paradoxically feels tight despite actually being a rather full rendering of only four days. The structure is partly responsible for this, a structure that sees the story to the same extent looping on itself and leaving itself behind, never to be
returned to, like the barnstorming aviators whose story is told here completing tour of circuit in their airships, then disappearing again once all the prize money has been claimed. The cyclical nature of the story coincides as well with the characters' attempts to change their ways and the difficulty, if not the
impossibility, of doing so; any progress is almost entirely reversed in a wide loop until forward progress is started again, and therefore the characters' tracks look like reel spring diagrams, appropriate given the tension they lend to the thin plot. At some point, such a path is described; Just like last night he
seemed to see his furious blind course circling relentlessly to the point where he had lost control of it as a kind of spiritual groundloop, now he seemed to feel him finally straightening up, already lifting him regularly and without deflecting forward so that now he no longer needed to make any effort to move
with it. It's no wonder that the improvement is so ephemeral, because the characters seem to have virtually no control over it when it happens, which is perhaps why they turn to the professions they do, in search of this elusive control. [I]t was as if all the faces, all the victories and defeats of the last twenty-
four hours, the hopes, the renunciations and the despairs, had been completely destroyed in his life, Faulkner writes at another time, and this is true for almost all the characters; pain and suffering are felt every time, even when expected, and progress can hardly be expected to last until the same time the
next day. Pylon is a story of elementary human behavior, the struggle to survive, mentally, physically and emotionally; money shades every interaction in the book, from the base to the day by swindling the decrease in cash reserves to Faulkner's largest silversmiths compared to the working class and how
irrational money leads works as much for the rich as for the poor. It's also a forbidden attraction story - barnstormers are pulled irrationally towards theft, the journalist is pulled irrationally towards the barnstormers, and the journalist gets into trouble wherever he goes. Of course, everyone here does it,



which makes situations worse or, above all, in their express efforts to improve them. In recognition of the impossible situations they find themselves in, the characters often seem to provoke others almost intentionally, in the hope of exchanging emotional pain for physical, but it does not work, of course, that
the characters do not have this degree of control over their actions or emotions. They hardly seem to be able to spit out words that describe their own situations, instead of being understood by half-finished gestures and phrases, understood because of the shared scenario involving all. To get through their
lives, the characters become adept at lying and decoying themselves, thinking that they are in the wagon, that one situation or another is not about money, that they can get rid of the people they are attached to at any time, that they must feel better than they do because a certain amount of time has
elapsed or they have just eaten , that barnstormers do not have sex and are not human. The only person who is honest with himself and others about his degree of depravity is Laverne, whose unwavering will leads almost every aspect of the plot, in combination with the irrational attraction that the
characters around him are struck by; perhaps not by chance, she seems the least scathing by the events of the four days to the end, but it can be simply by the force of will that through any indirect reward for her honesty. ... More... More
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